The importance of the inequalities and related side conditions that must be incorporated in contact and crack problems is emphasized and the ensuing consequences explored. An asymptotic analysis of the transitions from slip to separation, stick to slip, and stick to separation is carded out. The inequalities in contact problems make the contact pressure continuous for all levels of friction. They also make a direct transition from stick to separation impossible, unless the combination of materials is special. The inequalities in crack problems are less stringent, but they preclude certain singularities that appear to have flourished in the literature previously.
Introduction
There are three possible transitions in the boundary conditions of contact problems: slip to separation, stick to slip, and stick to separation. The last two types can also occur in crack problems. Thus the transition from stick to slip is similar to that from an undamaged bond to a closed tip of a crack, and stick to separation corresponds to undamaged bond or an adhesion zone changing to an open tip of the crack. An abrupt change in boundary conditions generally leads to singularities. The question we explore is how the elastic fields near a transition are locally restricted by the inequalities that must be incorporated in contact and crack problems. In either case, 0374-3535/79/010071-12500.20/0
Journal of Elasticity 9 (1979) 71-82 the material cannot be allowed to overlap, and the requirement is that the gap between the solids be non negative. The additional conditions in contact problems are that the normal tractions transmitted between the solids cannot be tensile, and that the tangential tractions are limited by the available friction.
The analysis we perform is quite simple. It is based on the Williams technique [1, 2] for finding the asymptotic nature of the elastic fields near a transition in the boundary conditions. The problem is particularly easy to set up using the catalogue given in the Appendix of [3] . The intermediate algebra may be tedious, but we do not think it necessary to give any of the details, and thus we merely state and interpret the results.
The placement of the coordinate axes in relation to the two elastic solids and the different zones are shown in Figure 1 . The quantities entering the boundary conditions are the gap between the two bodies
the tangential shift Note that the requirement of the tractions being continuous at the interface is already inco~orated in (1.3) and (1.4) . ~e boundary conditions in the separation zone for ~th contact and crack problems are
In the slip zone, the boundary conditions are considerably more complicated:
IT(x)l=flN(x)l (1.8, 9) N(x)_<0; sgn T(x) =sgn/~(x).
(1. 10, 11) where f= const is the coefficient of kinetic friction. Equation (1.9) shows that our considerations will be based on the simplest possible model for friction between two solids. The last of these conditions, or (1.11), may require some explanation. As pointed out first by Goodman [4] , contact problems with friction generally require an incremental formulation. This is due to the fact that the deformations depend not only on the instantaneous values of the applied forces, but also are affected by the history of loading. There is no essential difference, however, between an incremental formulation and viewing the deformations to develop in time. Thus /~(x) denotes dh(x)/dt, and (1.11) is nothing else than a condition that the sign of the tangential tractions be consistent with the direction of slip at any given instant. It may be noted that (1.1) is written as if the contact were receding [5, 6] . For an advancing contact, (1.1) must be replaced with
where go(x) is the initial gap. However, if the initial gap is sufficiently smooth, go(X) does not enter the asymptotic analysis. A similar comment applies also for cracks under internal loading.
Transition from slip to separation
Referring to Figure la If the strain energy density is to be integrable, we must have X < 1.
One set of the roots of (2.9) is determined by cot hTr = -0/3.
The elastic fields corresponding to these roots are
(2.14)
where C is a free constant. The expressions for the upper solid can be written from (2.12) to (2.16) by replacing bill with t~2, ~1 with K2 and/3 with -11. It may be noted that, while friction also affects the symmetric parts of the fields, the antisymmetric parts are entirely due to friction and vanish for O = 0. In the slip zone we have x>0: (2.18, 19) and in the separation zone 
The other set of roots of (2.9) co~esponds to sin Art = 0 (2.23) and, for )t < 1, these roots lead to polar stress components that are either independent of r or contain positive integer powers of r: The corresponding expressions for the upper material follow by replacing /&l with t*2, ~1 with ~2, a with -a and A with a different free constant, say A'. The components of these fields in cartesian coordinates are simply polynomials in x and y. The root )t = 0 gives the following constant stress fields: We enquire first whether it is possible to have a stress singularity at the transition point. As seen from the sets of expressions given for the stress components, a singularity can arise only from the root 0 < ~o < 1 of (2.11). In such case, sin ho~r > 0 and, as seen from (2.18) and (2.20) , to a positive gap in the separation zone correspond tensile normal tractions in the slip zone. Hence it is not possible to satisfy (1.7) and (1.10), and the free constant multiplying the singular terms must vanish.
Thus the two leading terms in the asymptotic expansions correspond to the root h =0 of (2.23) and the root ho-1 of (2.11). These roots yield x>0: h(x)= U+Lr+JCr 2-x° (2.38) An important observation from (2.39) is that N(0)= 0. The final conclusion we can reach now is that, regardless of the value of the friction coefficient, the contact pressure at the transition from a slip zone to a separation zone is not only bounded, but must in fact vanish. Moreover, the asymptotic expansion of the contact pressure contains only fractional powers of r determined by (2.11) in the range h <0.
Transition from stick to slip
Placing the coordinate axes as shown in Figure lb , we impose the following boundary conditions: where p is a ~nstant that will be related to the friction coe~cient. ~e determinant which must vangh for a nontrivial solution for the coe~cients in the asymptotic analysis is [6] A(A) = sin 3 A~ (cos h~-p~ sin h~).
(3.9)
~e roots of (3.9) which satisfy cot hw = ~ (3.10)
lead to the following elastic fields:
~(~ --~Cr-X{h (1 -~) ~s h0 + [2 -h (1 -~)] cos (2 -h)0} (3.14)
r0 ~
~) = ~Cr-X{(2 -h)(1 -~) sin h0 + [2 -h (1 -~)] sin (2-h)0}. (3.15)
The co~esponding e~ressions for the upper solid can be obtained by interchanging the elastic constants as done in connection with (2.12) to (2.16). It may be noted that the elastic fields given above are in the sense antis~etd¢ ~th respect to the interface. The quantities of pa~icd~ interest that follow from these fields are x>0:
N(x)=0; T(x)=-Cr -x (3.16, 17)
The roots of (3.9) that satisfy sin her = 0 (3.22) lead to polar stress components that are independent of r or contain positive integer powers of r. In cartesian coordinates, the elastic fields are simply polynomials in x and y. Of interest for our purposes are only the stresses corresponding to h --0:
a~-213 _(2)=A(I+a)_B a -2[3 _(1) = A(1-a)+B
; oxx -- valid for both x > 0 and x < 0. We consider first the root 0<h0< 1 of (3.10) which yields singular stresses. On basis of (3.16) and (3.17) it is immediately clear, however, that (1.15) cannot be satisfied, and we must conclude that no singular stresses are possible at the transition from stick to slip in contact problems.
Having discarded the first term in the asymptotic expansion, we study together the next two terms that correspond to the root h = 0 of (3.22) and the root ho-1 of (3. However, it is generally not possible to predict the direction of slip without solving a specific problem because the sign of ~ is not known. The singular fields corresponding to the root 0<ho< 1 of (3.10) which had to be discarded in contact problems can be present in crack problems because the boundary conditions in an adhesion zone are less stringent than those in a stick zone. The major ditterence is, of course, that the normal tractions may be tensile in the adhesion zone and the tangential tractions are not restricted by a friction law. The Unless /3 = 0, an interface crack cannot have open tips, and the two faces of a crack must be in contact near the tips [3, 10, 11] . This is due to the fact that no direct transition from adhesion to separation is possible in crack problems for/3 ¢ 0. It can also be reasoned [9] that slip in the contact zones must take place upon loading regardless of the value of the friction coefficient. Consider the case of/3 > 0. Then according to (3.40) we have C-< 0. Suppose that the loading of the body with an interface crack is started from zero level and increased monotonically. It can be conjectured then that ~ < 0, because C can be viewed as a stress intensity factor which must clearly increase in absolute value as the level of loading is raised. Thus from (3.41) we have p>0, also 0/3>0 and consequently 0<Ao<½ by (3.10). Therefore the singularity at the crack tip is weaker than inverse square root. The same conclusion can also be reached for/3 < 0. Suppose next that the load level is eventually decreased. It is clear that some back slip must start immediately because a stick zone cannot change directly to a separation zone. The only question is whether the back slip extends immediately to the tip of the crack, or a zone involving back slip propagates toward the end of the crack. In the first case, the singularity at the crack tip would be stronger than inverse square root (½ < Ao < 1); in the second, the singularity would be locked in until the back slip reaches the tip because the singularity cannot change in the absense of some new discontinuities.
Some consequences of inequality conditions

Transition from stick to separation
The placement of the coordinate axes in relation to the solids and the two zones is shown in Figure lc . The boundary conditions to be enforced are (3.1) to (3.4) and (2.5) to (2.8). The determinant is in this case [2, 12] A(,~) = sin 2 ;t~" (cos 2 ,~r +/3 z sin 2 h'n'). The other roots of (4.1) that satisfy cos 2 A~ + ~2 sin 2 A~ = 0 are generally ~mplex. Such complex roots lead to elastic fields that contain as multiplie~ the te~s cos (~ log r) or sin (~ log r) where ~ is the imaginary pa~ of A. ~ese multiplie~ car~ over into the e~ressions for the gap g(x) and the tractions N(x) and T(x), and these quantities change sign an infinite number of times in the vicinity of the transition point. ~nsequently, neither the inequality g(x)~ 0 in the separation zone nor N(x)~ 0 in the stick ~ne can be satisfied. The conclusion we reach, therefore, is that the stick zone cannot change directly to a separation ~ne, and that there must Mways be an inte~ening slip zone, unless the combination of materiMs is speciM and ~ = 0. ~e same conclusion can also be reached for an interface crack [9] which must generally have dosed tips with slipping ~ntact zones. Oscillating sing~arities also arise at the vertices of ~o wedges that are bonded to each other [13] . If the bond is viewed as a stick zone, again the inequMity (1.14) cannot be satisfied. ~erefore we must conclude that, if ~o wedges are pressed together, some slip must take place near the ve~ices for wedge an#es and ~mbina-tions of materials such that Bogy's resets [13] predict osc~ating singularities.
~e ~mbinations of materiMs such that ~ = 0, which includes identical materials and pairs of in~mpressiMe materials, is speciM because all roots of (4.1) are real. A singularity corresponding to h = ½ is again precluded in contact problems by the inequalities (1.7) and (1.14). Thus the leading term in the expansion corresponds to h = -½ for which the inequalities (1.7), (1.14), and (1.15) yield C<_O, IDI<-f~C. A singularity with h = ½ is of course possible in crack problems.
Condusion
A remaining possibility is that there are logarithmic singularities in stress at the transition points. This is due to the fact [13] that in all three cases, as seen from (2.9), (3. It was called to our attention by Sinclair [14] , however, that (5.1) and (5.2) are not sufficient for the appearance of logarithmic singularities under the homogeneous boundary conditions considered, and that higher derivatives of A(h) may have to vanish depending on the rank of the coefficient matrix at ,~ = 0. The logarithmic singularities can be probed using complex potentials of the form z log z. This was done, and it was found that all coefficients multiplying the potentials vanished under the homogeneous boundary conditions imposed. Thus there are no logarithmic singularities in stress at the three transitions considered; this conclusion is in agreement with the general results of Dempsey and Sinclair [15] .
In summary, the following conclusions were reached when the pertinent inequalities are incorporated in the asymptotic analysis of contact and crack problems:
